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“I’VE WATCHED THE ONE-HOUR CMR SHOW THREE TIMES NOW, AND I THINK IT IS AN ENTIRE SUCCESS.”

- Brian Dippie, C.M. Russell historian

Brian Dippie’s assessment of “Charlie Russell’s Old West” means a great deal to us. The film also impressed 
programmers at PBS. The network will distribute the documentary to PBS stations across the country this 
October. We anticipate that many stations will broadcast the program following the election season.

With your financial support and/or partnership we spent seven years gathering and telling Charlie and 
Nancy’s story. Along the way we met the interconnected congregations of Russell experts and biographers, 
collectors, art historians and curators, cowboys and cowgirls, and ardent fans of his art. The film’s producers 
won’t soon forget their time with Charlie.

“I tend to walk away from a documentary after it’s delivered. Sort of 
a postpartum kind of thing. But today, a corner in the house is full of 
mementos from the project. There’s a library of books by the authors 
Paul and I met along the way. And above the mantle—a large Russell 
study. Charlie’s work, his old cowboy friends, his current biographers, 
but mostly Charlie himself crept in, took hold and made it impossible 
to leave this one behind.”

- Gus Chambers, Producer/Director

“Researching, interviewing, writing and making this film was a form of 
continuing education. With Charlie as both subject and teacher, I learned 
about the American West, cowboys, Indians, and early Hollywood. And 
most movingly, I learned so much about Charles Marion Russell—all 
he attempted, all he accomplished, all he was. Almost a century ago, 
Charlie crossed over to the tall range. Now, if he could magically gaze 
down, watch our ‘flicker,’ and maybe pen us an illustrated later, I dearly 
hope he would sign it, “Your friend, C. M. Russell.”

- Paul Zalis, Producer/Writer



The generosity of our partner institutions - art museums, historical societies and archives, art centers 
and small-town libraries and museums - was central to the film’s success. Well-known actors with deep 
connections to Montana brought luster to the productions: J.K. Simmons narrated, Bill Pullman created a 
unique voice for Charlie’s illustrated letters and stories, Kathy Baker was the voice of Nancy Russell and Dylan 
Baker read from the eloquent writings of Russell’s protégé Joe DeYong. Brian Dippie, John Taliaferro, Jim 
Combs and others provided insight and expertise - and made sure our storyline was accurate.

The Civic Center in Great Falls 
was decorated for the premiere of 
“C.M. Russell and the American 
West,” the three-hour production 
in September 2017. Hundreds of 
Russell fans attended screenings in 
Helena, Missoula, Bozeman, Billings, 
and Kalispell. The Amon Carter 
Museum in Fort Worth held a two-day screening and discussion of the 
film in October 2018. The Petrie Institute of Western American Art at 
the Denver Art Museum was host for the world premiere of “Charlie 
Russell’s Old West” in October, 2019. Soon a nationwide PBS audience 
will be introduced to the “Cowboy Artist.”

Throughout this project we could feel Charlie and Nancy Russell’s 
presence—just out of reach of the campfire light. We trust you think 
we’ve done them justice.

- William Marcus and Aaron Pruitt, Executive Producers

Don’t miss the opportunity to be 
recognized for your support of 
other MontanaPBS productions. 
Contact Kristina Martin at 
kristina@montanapbs.org.
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